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Powerful Advocacy,  Investigation, Negotiation, and Litigation







Our attorneys will defend you – at every stage of your case – against the harshness of prosecution.




Contact The Firm











Criminal Defense Attorneys Practicing In All Montana Courts
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Experienced Representation At Reasonable Rates




Our attorneys will defend you – at every stage of your case – against the harshness of prosecution. Stevenson law office levels the playing field against the government through aggressive advocacy, investigation, negotiation, and litigation. From the beginning of your case, to the end, Stevenson law office guarantees skillful and diligent courtroom advocacy. Our precise legal research and briefing will force the prosecution to the bargaining table, whenever possible. Our abilities in oral argument, trial, appeal, and post conviction relief result in consistently excellent results for our clients. Stevenson law office takes great pride in providing outstanding legal services at consistent and reasonable rates.














Criminal Defense

An aggressive defense of your rights.
Discover More




 
















Testimonials















Never Give Up
“Just when you think it can’t be done or we are going to lose this case, Mat Stevenson came up with a plan and a solution. It was brilliant.”
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Standing By Your Side
“Let me get to the point folks: Mat is a warrior of Viking proportions in a court of law. Mat changed my life and has forever inspired me with his vehement determination.”
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Miracle Worker
“Dear Mat, attorney at Stevenson Law Office, I wanted to thank you for all you did for M.L. You worked a miracle in Missoula. You did a great job. Thank you”
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Savior
“Mat is beyond skilled and extremely knowledgeable. He has saved our family and our future, and I highly encourage anyone facing a serious crime to not risk your freedom and immediately hire this team.”
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Grateful
“I will be eternally grateful for their hard work, and their willingness to talk to me as often as I needed to understand the legal system and what to do.”
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Honest
“Mr. Stevenson was always completely honest with me, and also admitted my case was difficult. But he had already dealt with several cases similar to my own, and he was more than willing to help me. And that he did.”
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Legal Warriors
“Let me get to the point folks: Mat is a warrior of Viking proportions in a court of law. Mat changed my life and has forever inspired me with his vehement determination.”
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Legal Representation With Class
“They worked aggressively, communicated with me often, and handled both my cases with class. These guys are legal geniuses!”
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Warm Representation
“Throughout this process, I felt like you were there for me. You returned my emails and phone calls promptly, and if I had questions you helped me with answers.”
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Confident Leader
“Mat Stevenson listened to our case and immediately made us feel confident that he would be a good representative for us. Mat kept me informed on a regular basis and helped our child win their case.”
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Hard Working
“Mr. Stevenson applied himself with all his energy. He worked nights and weekends, doing an enormous amount of research. Then he came up with some excellent arguments and set out to file all the necessarily court documents.”
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Stevenson Resolved
“I was wrongfully charged with a DUI in Missoula, and I am from out of state. Stevenson Law Office resolved my case in a timely fashion, I never even had to return to the state.”
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When The Stakes Couldn’t Be Higher




Your access to your family, finances and freedoms hinge on the outcome of a criminal trial. Your personal and professional reputations are at stake as well. With so much that’s precious to you hanging in the balance, you must have a strong voice on your side in state and federal court. Our law firm has the legal knowledge and client commitment that get results.













When Your Driver’s License Is At Risk




Too many misleading factors can lead to an arrest for drunk driving — inclement weather, road conditions, vehicle malfunctions, a motorist’s medical emergency, dubious police procedures and defective breath testing equipment, just to name a few. Stevenson Law Office DUI defense attorneys shine a light on these factors, to turn the tide in your favor.







When You Need To Talk To Someone You Trust




We want to hear your side of the story — every fact, every detail, any element of your case that could cast reasonable doubt on your guilt. Start to finish, we deal with you honestly and maintain open lines of communications, starting with your initial consultation. We urge you to reach out to us today by phone or email message.
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Our precise legal research and briefing will force the prosecution to the bargaining table, whenever possible. Our abilities in oral argument, trial, appeal, and post-conviction relief result in consistently excellent results for our clients. We take great pride in providing outstanding legal services at consistent and reasonable rates.









 














Contact Our Firm In Missoula, Montana
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STEVENSON LAW OFFICE




1640 South Avenue West
Missoula, MT 59801



P: 406-552-1851




F: 406-830-3031







Missoula Office
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